to speak more than 4 or 5 Namibian languages (which must be compulsory at school), all of us must be encouraged to attend national cultural events of other communities (and not just attend the Oshiwambo, because I am Oshiwambo, etc.)."

Milton Louw

PS: Perhaps we should have a Mini- nistry/Directorate of Integration?

Tjimba Elijah Nuparinga

I am thoroughly educated by your comments and opinions, thank you very much Ralph, Mutambo, Justin, Njikumana, Annelien, the Honourable, Miliont, Job, Eras, Shakes, Imms, Cuana and Sylvester. There is a practical suggestion made by Cde Mensah-Williams, I should be interested to hear your views on it. — One Namibian One Nation, let us love it and let us breathe it for the sake of Namibia and its future! Namour, you are right, in that "to eradicate tribalism is to promote nationalization."

Margaret Mensah-Williams

Why don't all you guys become literate so you can read and write in knowledge. Further you should make your knowledge rich accessible to your children and you to children in resource centre's, libraries and educational institutions. The next step is for our youth to utilize this powerful knowledge and start to have public debate's around it at school, university, college level as well as on radio, tv etc. This will reach them so much more of real life and what creates a inclusive society which will be the strong foundation for them to build on and have real life experience. You have got it for it, I know some of you have written some insightful literature but on these issues it should be for Namibians written by should be for Namibians written by should be for Namibians written by...